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The “collapsar” engine for gamma-ray bursts invokes as its energy source the failure of a nor-
mal supernova and the formation of a black hole. Here we present the results of the first three-
dimensional simulation of the collapse of a massive star down to a black hole, including the
subsequent accretion and explosion. The explosion differs significantly from the axisymmetric
scenario obtained in two-dimensional simulations; this has important consequences for the nu-
cleosynthetic yields. We compare the nucleosynthetic yields to those of hypernovae. Calculating
yields from three-dimensional explosions requires new strategies in post-process nucleosynthesis;
we discuss NuGrid’s plan for three-dimensional yields.
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Figure 1: Two slices through the x-z plane of a three-dimensional collapsar calculation. Convection along
the plane of rotation, driven by viscous heating from angular momentum transport, ultimately drives a strong
explosion. Although the explosion is hypernova-like in energy, it does not have the bipolar asymmetry that
we have assumed for collapsars.
1. Explosions from the Collapse of Massive Stars
Woosley [1] argued that a failed supernova could produce an explosion after it collapsed down
to a black hole, if the collapsing star were rotating sufficiently rapidly. This model, known as the
“collapsar” model, has become the standard model for long-duration gamma-ray bursts; it invokes
a magnetic dynamo in the black hole accretion disk [2, 3] to power a relativistic jet and an energetic
stellar explosion, referred to as a hypernova.
But what happens if the magnetic dynamo does not work? Although two-dimensional simu-
lations showed that clean disks developed, which were ideal for the formation of gamma-ray burst
jets [4, 5], theory predicted a much more chaotic system. In the first three-dimensional simulations
of the evolution of a collapsar, we have found that instabilities in the disk lead to matter ejection and
hypernova-like explosions [6]. These explosions differ significantly from the jet-driven explosions
that Woosley first envisioned. Figure 1 shows two slices (at 0.4 s and 0.5 s after collapse) through
the x-z plane from one such simulation (where the z axis is also the axis of rotation of the star) [6].
The progenitor of this explosion is a 60 M⊙ star evolved at zero metallicity, so it experienced low
mass loss; the final fate of such a star would be similar even at metallicities as high as 1/100th solar.
The star collapses to a black hole, and a disk forms from the fast-rotating silicon layer. Viscous
heating drives convection and ultimately an explosion.
2. Yields from Collapsars
Without mass loss, 60 M⊙ stars are believed to collapse directly to black holes [7]. The pos-
sible outcomes of this scenario cover a wide range of explosion energies and yields. In the limit
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Species Yields (M⊙)
Rock1 [6] Tom50A [8] Tom50B [8] CL35 [9]
40Ca 4.07E-02 1.87E-02 1.20E-02 1.70E-02
41Ca 3.80E-07 1.72E-06 4.78E-07 2.07E-06
42Ca 2.85E-06 2.29E-07 7.46E-08 1.54E-06
43Ca 3.88E-09 7.31E-07 4.75E-07 1.56E-09
44Ca 5.86E-08 6.08E-04 3.95E-04 1.03E-05
45Ca 4.20E-09 - - 7.22E-14
46Ca 4.21E-08 2.66E-13 6.72E-14 3.96E-15
47Ca 1.56E-09 - - -
48Ca 1.35E-04 1.56E-13 6.72E-14 2.13E-19
45Sc 5.04E-08 6.31E-08 3.69E-08 1.05E-07
44Ti 9.23E-05 6.08E-04 3.95E-04 1.03E-05
46Ti 8.86E-06 1.40E-05 9.07E-06 1.02E-06
47Ti 4.89E-08 5.85E-05 3.80E-05 4.13E-08
48Ti 9.09E-08 7.84E-04 5.09E-04 1.94E-04
49Ti 9.86E-08 3.93E-06 2.55E-06 8.86E-06
50Ti 2.93E-05 1.45E-12 5.46E-13 1.89E-13
50V 6.42E-08 1.14E-12 2.83E-13 6.60E-12
51V 5.06E-07 7.13E-05 4.63E-05 1.06E-05
50Cr 3.12E-05 9.36E-06 6.06E-06 1.35E-05
52Cr 1.78E-05 3.13E-03 2.03E-03 3.43E-03
53Cr 1.21E-06 4.87E-05 3.15E-05 2.00E-04
54Cr 6.28E-05 6.61E-12 1.72E-12 2.15E-10
55Mn 1.42E-06 2.87E-05 1.86E-05 5.89E-04
54Fe 4.35E-04 2.51E-05 1.63E-05 1.59E-03
56Fe 7.15E-05 3.61E-01 2.34E-01 1.00E-01
57Fe 3.47E-06 7.35E-03 4.77E-03 1.07E-03
58Fe 1.68E-04 1.53E-11 4.52E-12 1.34E-10
60Fe 1.04E-04 1.11E-12 3.86E-13 1.31E-21
59Co 6.58E-07 1.34E-03 8.70E-04 7.58E-06
60Co 4.64E-08 - - 2.86E-16
56Ni 4.74E-02 3.61E-01 2.34E-01 1.00E-01
57Ni 4.55E-04 7.35E-03 4.77E-03 1.02E-03
58Ni 2.32E-02 2.76E-03 1.79E-03 3.24E-04
60Ni 2.42E-03 1.31E-02 8.49E-03 3.06E-04
61Ni 4.43E-06 2.18E-04 1.42E-04 6.29E-06
62Ni 9.44E-04 1.43E-04 9.31E-05 7.66E-06
64Ni 4.93E-04 6.72E-12 1.67E-12 2.12E-15
Table 1: Yields from our explosion of a 60 M⊙ star compared to other low-metallicity calculations in the
literature: two 50 M⊙ stars [8] and a 35 M⊙ star [9]. The 50 M⊙ and 35 M⊙ stars differentiate between stable
isotopes (that include the decay products into that isotope) whereas our explosion is the yield at the time of
the explosion.
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where the progenitor star is non-rotating, such a collapse would produce no explosion whatsoever.
At the other extreme, the collapse of a rotating star could produce a hypernova [8]. The nucleosyn-
thetic yields of these hypernovae are not too different from the yields from standard nuclear yield
studies [9]. In this section, we compare the yields from our three-dimensional simulation to those
of hypernovae and “standard-yield” explosions (table 1).
To carry out our three-dimensional simulation, we used the SNSPH code [10] to model the
evolution of over 2.5 million smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) points covering the entire star.
For this paper, we consider only the ∼ 250,000 particles that burned into iron-peak elements. The
Lagrangian nature of SPH allows us to easily extract the density and temperature evolution of each
particle as a function of time. We apply a post-process burning code to each of these particles to
obtain its nucleosynthetic yield using a 524-element network [11].
The results in table 1 show that our explosion produced considerably less 56Ni than either
the hypernova calculations [8] or the standard-yield explosions [9]. Our explosion is slightly less
energetic than the hypernova explosions, so the difference from the hypernova results is not too
surprising. However, the fact that we do not produce as much 56Ni as the standard nucleosyn-
thetic yield calculations highlights one of the major issues with these older yield results. Models
using piston-driven explosions artificially eject matter by neglecting fallback [12], which leads to
overproduction of 56Ni. In addition, standard nucleosynthetic yield calculations are driving explo-
sions in massive stars (i.e., stars above 20 M⊙) that can only be expected in rapidly-rotating models
such as our collapsars or in hypernovae. One of NuGrid’s goals is to determine the effect such
assumptions have on the integrated yields.
There is a wealth of information in table 1, but here we mention only a few other features. The
hypernova calculations produce more 44Ti than our explosion; this is likely due to the larger mass
of high-entropy material produced in the more focused jet explosion. At high neutron number, the
amounts of elements in the hypernova and standard supernova explosions drop dramatically; this
is probably an artifact of the smaller nuclear networks used in those calculations. At the edges of
networks, the yields are not very reliable. Our larger network produces more of these isotopes.
3. Implications
Will such explosions be observable? Will their yields contribute noticeably to the abundances
of isotopes in the universe? These explosions will only occur in low-metallicity stars (i.e., stars with
metallicities less than 1/100th solar). Figure 2 shows the fraction of stars formed that have such
low metallicities as a function of redshift. Below a redshift of 2.8, very few stars have sufficiently
low metallicities to produce the explosions we observe. This high redshift limit, coupled to our low
simulated 56Ni abundance (a large 56Ni abundance is very helpful in producing bright light-curves),
means that this type of explosion will not be detected by any upcoming telescopes. The lower
yields from this explosion, compared to earlier “standard-yield” simulations, imply that massive
stars have even less impact on the global abundance pattern than has been previously thought.
The differences in the yields can be attributed to a number of effects: different explosion
mechanisms, different progenitors, and different nuclear networks (interestingly, network uncer-
tainties are probably bigger than rate uncertainties at this point in time). Our NuGrid collaboration
is studying each of these effects systematically to reduce errors and to present a set of results in-
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Figure 2: Fraction of stars with metallicities below 0.01Z⊙ (a requirement for the direct collapse of 60 M⊙
stars to black holes) as a function of redshift. The fraction drops off precipitously at a redshift of 2.8, so we
do not expect the explosions simulated here to occur at lower redshifts.
cluding error bars caused by current uncertainties. We have also revised how we manage data,
introducing new data formats to deal will > 1 million particle simulations.
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